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Abstract:

Automatic license plates reading (ALPR), from images or videos, is a research topic that is still relevant in
the field of computer vision. In this article, we propose a new dataset and a robust ALPR system based on the
YOLO object detector of literature. The trained Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) allow us to extract
features from license plates and label them through Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) specialized character
recognition. RNN are supported by GRU units instead of LSTM units that are generally used in the literature.
The experiments results were conclusive reaching a recognition rate of 92%.

1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, deep learning techniques have
achieved good performances in the computer vision
field particularly for tasks such as detecting objects
and recognizing their class by offering different deep
network models. These techniques have paved ways
and allowed researchers to use powerful deep learning models to develop more performant algorithms
and real systems like these used in the field of license
plate recognition.
Automatic license plate reading (ALPR) is a common task these days. It is used for many applications such as transport, road safety, parking, etc.
A large number of ALPR approaches (Liu et al.,
2011)(Du et al., 2012)(Khan et al., 2017)(Cheang
et al., 2017)(Laroca et al., 2018) have been proposed
in the literature, some of which have been marketed
on real world systems.
Most existing algorithms need segmentation as
a pre-treatment for plate and/or character detection.
Unfortunately, there is no robust segmentation technique for the variety of constraints to which fonts
are subjected and which cause great variability in
the appearance of characters such as: rotations,
scale changes, blurring, lighting variations and noise
(Špaňhel et al., 2017).
In this article we propose a recent approach as
an alternative for the recognition of license plates
without segmentation. It is based on the YOLO
object detector (Redmon et al., 2016)(Redmon and

Farhadi, 2017)(Redmon and Farhadi, 2018) and Recurrent Convolutional Neural Networks (CRNN)(Shi
et al., 2016).
YOLO (Redmon et al., 2016), based on CNN,
is an object detection algorithm, fast, and effective,
and easy to integrate for real applications, with three
versions of YOLO, YOLOv2 (Redmon and Farhadi,
2017) and YOLOv3 (Redmon and Farhadi, 2018).
YOLOv3 is the last version which was optimized
from the previous, with accuracy improved while
maintaining speed and performance. We trained
YOLOv3 with two backbones: Darknet-53 (Redmon and Farhadi, 2018) and MobileNets (Andrew
G. Howard, 2017); on the ImageNet pre-training
model. The test results show that the trained YOLOv3
have extremely high recall and precision.
CRNN proposed by (Shi et al., 2016) is a general
framework for character recognition. We applied an
improved CRNN based on CNN for extracting feature sequences of license plate images, and we used
a 2-layer bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)
(Cho et al., 2014) for labeling sequences. The original
CRNN uses for labeling sequences a popular variant
which is Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) having more complex
structure than GRU. We used Connectionist Temporal
Classifier (CTC) loss function proposed by (Graves
et al., 2006) during training process. Test results show
that our CRNN have high accuracy than other models
tested on our dataset. It is important to point out that
the Algerian license plates are far more complex than
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others, for they have no standard model. Thus, many
kinds of plate patterns are generated from different
fonts, colors, and sizes.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews related license plate
recognition literature. Section 3 describes our proposed method. Section 4 introduces publicly our
new ALP dataset, and then we describe in Section
5 the training process on our dataset. The next section presents experimental setups and discusses experimentations and achieved results. Finally, Section
7 concludes the paper.

2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we review recent work that uses deep
learning approaches in the context of ALPR. We discuss work related to the two phases: plate detection
and plate content recognition.

2.1

Plate Detection

Plate detection is an important phase in the ALPR
system. Numerous research works have proposed
models that specifically use convolutional neural networks (CNN). Li et al. (Li et al., 2018) trained a
CNN capable of detecting the license plate based on
the characters in an image. The detected characters
are grouped in text regions and provided as initial
candidates. Then, false positive plates are removed
by a plate/non-plate CNN classifier. This approach
takes more than two seconds to process a single image when running on a NVIDIA Tesla GPU K40c.
Xie et al. (Xie et al., 2018) proposed a YOLObased model called MD-YOLO to detect license
plates rotating angle in addition to coordinates and
its trust value. Before MD-YOLO, Xie et al. applied a CNN to determine the region of interest in an
image, assuming that some distance inevitably exists
between two license plates. This approach was executed in real time on three public datasets. Hsu et al.
(Hsu et al., 2017) proposed custom models of YOLO
and YOLO 2.0 specifically for the detection of license
plates. These YOLO’s custom models worked better
and were able to process 54 FPS on a ”GeForce GTX
TITAN X” GPU.

2.2

Plate Recognition

After detection, there is an equally important phase
for an ALPR system, which is reading or recognizing
the content of the plate. For this last phase, there are
many papers proposing different approaches. Selmi et

al. (Selmi et al., 2017), for example, proposed a convolutional neural network (CNN) with 37 classes. It
contains four convolutional layers, three pooling layers, one dropout layer and two fully connected layers.
This model is based on a pre-treatment for the extraction of candidate characters, and then all candidates
are resized to 32 × 32 pixels in gray levels to feed the
model.
On another hand, Li and Shen (Li and Shen, 2016)
took the gray-level image of the detected license plate
and divided it into regions or sub-images of 24 × 24,
then switched all image regions to a convolutional
neural network (CNN) 9-layers with 36 classes. After
the sub-image recognition, the authors eliminated the
false positives with a BRNN with the LSTM units.
Wu et al. (Wu et al., 2018), however, proposed a
DenseNet based model (Huang et al., 2017), with 68
classes for Chinese license plates. DenseNet is a convolutional neural network (CNN) with dense blocks,
containing three types of blocks: convoluted block,
dense block and transition block. In their proposed
model, there are a convoluted block, three dense
blocks and two transition blocks to process a graylevel image of 136 × 136 pixels and recognize the license plate. Yet, Spanhel et al. (Špaňhel et al., 2017)
proposed a convolutional neural network (CNN) with
eight output branches recognizing characters on respective positions with 36 classes. It takes a color
image of 200 × 40 pixels as an input.

3

PROPOSED APPROACH

In ALPR systems field, the goal is to build a system
that, from an image, detects license plates and effectively recognizes the existence of writing and characters in the image. Our approach addresses the problem of reading license plates in two phases: plate detection followed by plate contents recognition. Figure
1 depicts the overall architecture of our approach.

3.1 Plate Detection
In this first phase, we use the YOLO (Redmon
et al., 2016)(Redmon and Farhadi, 2017)(Redmon
and Farhadi, 2018) object detector from literature. It
is a CNN capable of detecting objects in real time and
thus achieving interesting results in terms of compromise (speed/precision) on datasets of the detection of
published objects, such as Pascal VOC (Everingham
et al., 2010) and Microsoft COCO (Lin et al., 2014).
YOLO uses a single CNN that applies to the entire
image. This network divides the image into regions
and predicts the bounding boxs and probabilities for
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Figure 1: General scheme of our approach of license plates recognition.

each. These bounding boxs are weighted by predicted
probabilities. YOLOv3 (Redmon and Farhadi, 2018)
is an update to previous versions of YOLO (Redmon
et al., 2016)(Redmon and Farhadi, 2017); proposed
by Redmon and Farhadi in 2018, it is a more advanced
version than the previous one that is more accurate
and faster.
YOLOv3 (Redmon and Farhadi, 2018) predicts
the boxes at 3 different scales. It extracts the features
of these scales using a concept similar to that of pyramid networks. It uses ”k-means clustering” to determine the history of encompassing areas. The system
uses 9 clusters and 3 arbitrary scales, and then divides
these clusters evenly between scales.
In this paper, we compare the Darknet-53 feature
extractor (backbone) that is proposed for YOLOv3
(Redmon and Farhadi, 2018) to another named MobileNets (Andrew G. Howard, 2017). MobileNets
was proposed by Howard et al. of Google Inc. in
2017, and it is faster and provides good results. We
assign to the input the images of 416 × 416 pixels and
use the MobileNet-YOLOv3 implementation (Yang,
2019).
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3.2 Plate Recognition
For the second phase, we rely on a type of CRNN network proposed by (Shi et al., 2016). CRNN is a hybrid neural network model whose architecture is specially designed to recognize sequence-like objects in
images. It is a combination of a CNN and an RNN.
To extract the sequence of features from an input
image, the CRNN model accommodates a basic convoluted neural network (CNN) by keeping convolution layers and max-polling layers by eliminating the
fully connected layer. The CNN release is the entry
of the recurrent neural networks (RNN) built to make
labeling for each frame of the sequence of features.
3.2.1

CNN for the Extraction of Features

Each image contains features that set it apart from the
rest of the images. To extract these features, we developed a model inspired by the CRNN model (Shi
et al., 2016) and CNN model it’s the VGG-12. The
VGG-12 (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014) consists
of 12 layers (convolution and max-polling). It takes
raw image inputs and produces robust feature maps
that contain high-level descriptions of input images.
In other words, it builds representations that bring out
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the properties of objects learned from the images of
inputs. Because a CNN requires input images to be
scaled to a fixed size to meet its fixed input size, we
fix the input images to the size of 128 × 64 pixels.
3.2.2

RNN for Sequence Labelling

A bidirectional recurrent neural network is built above
convolutional layers, such as recurrent layers. RNN
has a strong ability to capture contextual information
in a sequence (Williams and Zipser, 1995). In our
work, we replace the LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) units with GRU units (Cho et al., 2014)
in both BRNN layers. GRU was introduced in 2014
by Cho et al. (Cho et al., 2014) to allow each recurrent unit to adaptably capture dependencies at different time scales (Chung et al., 2014). It is similar to
the LSTM unit (e.g., Figure 2), but easier to calculate
and implement (Fu et al., 2016). The GRU has blocking units that modulate the flow of information within
the unit, however, without having separate memory
cells (Chung et al., 2014), represented by the following equations (1): Initially, for t = 0, the output vector
is h0 = 0.
zt = σ(Wz xt +Uz ht−1 )
rt = σ(Wr xt +Ur ht−1 )

(1)

ht = (1 − zt )ht−1 + zt h̃t
h̃t = tanh(Wh xt +Uh (rt
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Layer Transcription

Transcription is a process of converting the higher
frame predictions made by the coding module into a
label sequence. Mathematically, the transcription procedure consists of finding the label sequence with the
highest probability conditioned by predictions about
pre-frames. To accomplish this task, we use the Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) proposed
by Graves et al. (Graves et al., 2006). The CTC
is based on a procedure inspired by the ”forwardbackward” algorithm, without segmenting the input
sequence before training.

4

TRAINING

We train YOLOv3 with a single class and minibatches (16 images per batch) using our dataset (3408
images of different sizes), with the input image sized
to 416 × 416 × 3.We trained the CRNN with eleven
classes (numbers from 0 to 9, plus white special character). Thus, we trained the model with our dataset
(2179 Algerian license plates) to mini-batches (32 license plates per batch), where the input image are
sized to 128 × 64 × 1. We used an Adam optimizer
and a learning rate parameter fixed to lr = 0.001 during the training step.

ht−1 ))

Where xt ,ht respectively, are the input and output
vectors; zt ,rt represent the update and reset gates vectors with U,W two parameter matrices.

f
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Figure 2: Illustration of (a) LSTM et (b) GRU (Shi et al.,
2016).

In addition to the fact that GRU units perform better than LSTM, we have augmented the output vector
classes of GRU from 256 to 512 to improve the recognition rate of our model. Table 1 shows the configuration of our CRNN model.

5

DATASET

We collected a set of image and video data that
we captured in the municipality of Draria in Algeria using a fixed camera. Then we increased our
dataset by public images from websites that can be
accessed on the Internet (such as ”google images” 1 ,
”facebook marketplace” 2 and “Ouedkniss” 3 ). We
have published our dataset on the GitHub repository (LPA Dataset, 2019).The vehicle objects of our
dataset exhibit a wide variability of viewpoints and
lighting. Thus, we have built up a learning set of 2408
images, and a test set of 1000 images used to train and
test YOLO detector. Figure 3 presents some samples.
For the license plates recognition, we collect
the plates extracted during the detection step on our
dataset. The latter contains a learning set of 1, 775
plates, and a test set of 404 plates. They were carefully and manually annotated with license plate char1 https://www.google.com/imghp
2 https://www.facebook.com/
3 https://www.ouedkniss.com/
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Table 1: The configuration of our CRNN.

Example Type of layer
Entry
Convolution
Max pooling
Convolution
Max pooling
Convolution
Convolution
Max pooling
Convolution
Batch normalization
Convolution
Batch normalization
Max pooling
Convolution
BGRU
BGRU
Fully Connected
Softmax

Parameters
Grey-level image with size 128 × 64
filters: 64, kernel: 3 × 3, s: 1, p: 1
kernel: 2 × 2, s: 2
filters: 128, kernel: 3 × 3, s: 1, p: 1
kernel: 2 × 2, s: 2
filters: 256, kernel: 3 × 3, s: 1, p: 1
filters: 256, kernel: 3 × 3, s: 1, p: 1
kernel: 1 × 2, s: 2
filters: 512, kernel: 3 × 3, s: 1, p: 1
filters: 512, kernel: 3 × 3, s: 1, p: 1
kernel: 1 × 2, s: 2
filters: 512, kernel: 2 × 2, s: 1, p: 1
units: 512
units: 512
units: 11
classes: 11

acters to allow an accurate assessment of optical character recognition. Some samples shown in Figure 4.

6

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

In this section, we first describe a set of measures
commonly used for evaluating deep learning-based
systems. Then, we present our configurations and the
experimental considerations that we have imposed by
setting the benchmarks and parameters that have allowed us to achieve satisfactory performance and high
rates of detection and recognition of Algerian license
plates.

6.1 Popular Metrics

Figure 3: Image samples used to train the YOLO detector.

First we denote by T P, FP, T N, FN respectively
true-positive, false-positive, true-negative and falsenegative.
Precision/Recall. It is a matter of using accuracy or
error rate for the detection of objects. These measures
are summarized in the following equations (2):
Precision =

TP
TP
, Recall =
T P + FP
T P + FN

(2)

IoU: Intersection over Union measures the overlap
between two borders. It is given as equation (3):
IoU =

Figure 4: Samples of license plates used to train the CRNN.
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Area o f Overlap
Area o f Union

(3)

WER/CER. The performance of character recognition models can be measured by word error rate
(WER) and character error rate (CER). WER is the
report of reading errors calculated at the word level.
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Table 2: Comparison of the performance of YOLOv3 and MobileNet-YOLOv3.

Detection model
YOLOv3
MobileNet-YOLOv3

Average detection speed (sec/Image)
0.050
0.032

Recall
0.970
0.960

Precision
0.990
0.980

AP50
0.969
0.954

Table 3: Comparison of the performance of CRNN, Wu-DenseNet, and our model.

Recognition Model
CRNN (Shi et al., 2016)
Wu-DenseNet (Wu et al., 2018)
Our Model(BLSTM)
Our Model(BGRU)

Input Image Size
128 × 32 × 1
136 × 36 × 1
128 × 64 × 1
128 × 64 × 1

The CER measures the distance of Levenshtein standardized by the length of the word ground-truth.

6.2

Experiment Setups

WAR(%)
train: 0.06, test: 15.63
train: 0.06, test: 28.29
train: 0.06, test: 9.18
train: 0.06, test: 7.94

train:
train:
train:
train:

CER(%)
0.01, test:
0.01, test:
0.01, test:
0.01, test:

2.46
4.33
1.08
0.99

license plates do not have a standard model, causing
the existence of many different models (fonts, colors,
design) of license plates, which has, therefore, accentuates the difficulty to recognize the Algerian license
plates (e.g., Figure 5).

We implemented our approach using both Keras and
Tensorflow libraries with Adam optimization. The
training and test run using a PC with Intel Core Xeon
CPU and 16 GB GPU (NVIDIA Tesla P100-PCIE).

6.3

Results

Table 2 shows the results obtained by the two models, tested on our dataset (LPA Dataset, 2019), after 22,123 training steps. Compared to YOLOv3,
MobileNet-YOLOv3’s detection speed is faster, and it
always meets real-time requirements. While in terms
of Average Precision (AP) performance (Everingham
et al., 2010), YOLOv3 is better than MobileNetYOLOv3, which means that the license plates detected by YOLOv3 are closer to the ground truth.
The evaluation criterion for recognition is the accuracy of the license plate, which means that the
recognition is correct when all the characters of a license plate are correctly recognized. To this purpose
we used two metrics (CER, WAR). Table 3 shows the
results obtained by our model, tested on our dataset
(LPA Dataset, 2019), as well by CRNN (Shi et al.,
2016) and Wu-DenseNet (Wu et al., 2018). All three
models were obtained after 22,188 training steps.
Compared to both models, our model is more efficient for Algerian license plates (CER-0.99%, WAR7.94%).
Table 4 shows the results obtained by our model
tested on our dataset (LPA Dataset, 2019) and other
results on the Chinese Dataset-1 that is featured in
Wu-DenseNet (Wu et al., 2018). Chinese Dataset-1
(Wang et al., 2017) contains 203,774 Chinese license
plates for training and 9,986 for testing. Chinese license plates generally come according to a standard
model and are identical. On the other hand, Algerian

Figure 5: Comparisons between Chinese license plates
(top), and Algerian license plates (bottom).

Figure 6 presents some examples of MobileNetYOLOv3 detection and CRNN recognition result.

7

CONCLUSION

In this article, we proposed an end-to-end license
plate recognition system based on the YOLO detector and CRNN. For the detection step, we optimized some training parameters of YOLOv3 and
MobileNet-YOLOv3, and then we trained a license
plate detection model on datasets with high and uniform intra-class variability of plate patterns.
We carried out comparative experiments of
YOLOv3 and MobileNet-YOLOv3, and the results
show that MobileNet-YOLOv3 works better on detection speed while YOLOv3 works better on detection accuracy. In the recognition part, we designed
and trained our CRNN model which is an improved
RNN. We also carried out comparative experiments
of our CRNN with other models, and the results
show that our system performs better for Algerian license plates. Experimental results show that the proposed system has achieved top performance in terms
of recognition speed and recognition accuracy, which
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Table 4: Comparison of performance on Chinese Dataset and our Algerian Dataset.

Recognition Model
Wu-DenseNet (Wu et al., 2018)
Our Model

Dataset
Chinoises (Wang et al., 2017)
Algériennes (LPA Dataset, 2019)
Algériennes (LPA Dataset, 2019)

Input Image Size
136 × 36 × 1
128 × 64 × 1

WAR(%) CER(%)
0.01
0.001
28.29
4.33
7.94
0.99

plate: 05987210216

plate: 08234210716
plate: 16207711316

plate: 1844010815

plate: 01130511316

plate: 1731810709

plate: 1433219116

Figure 6: Samples of MobileNet-YOLOv3 detection and CRNN recognition result.

can fully meet the needs of practical applications. As
perspective, we plan to enrich our dataset by exploring a new ways to improve the recognition of Algerian
license plates.
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